
* Craniosacral Therapy Client Intake *

Name ___________________________________________ Phone___________________________

Occupation ____________________________ Contact Preference: (circle 1+)  Email     Text    Phone

Email ____________________________________
Emergency Contact  ___________________________Phone________________ Relationship____________

Are  you familiar with or have had Craniosacral therapy? Y or N

What are your goals in this bodywork session? ___________________ Keep in mind these areas of
focus : Relaxation    Therapeutic      Mental Emotional     Physical    Spiritual Energetic
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
What works well for your body? ______________________________________________________

Circle your preferences for touch : Remote   Light Medium    Off Body

List your regular physical/ energetic/spiritual or mindfulness practices:
________________________________________________________________________________

On a scale of 1-10, rate your level of pain right now (1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest) _______
Any sensitive areas that  should be avoided? ________________
Other sensitivities or allergies? ___________________
List of medications ________________________

Circle your preferences: Silence or Music Verbal Engagement: None  -  Light  -  Medium  -  Full



Congratulations on taking time for your well being!

Thank you so much for connecting with me. I am already loving being part of your wellness support team! I am deeply
honored to be of service and look forward to our ever-increasing individual and collective light quotient of happy healthy

beings on the planet.

Before we begin, I’d love to know a little more about you in order to maximize our time together.

Fill out the client intake form above & bring hard copies of all pages to your first appointment.
__________________________________________________________________________________

I understand that CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY is NOT a substitute for medical or psychiatric care. I agree to inform my
therapist of any changes in my mental and physical health and medical conditions before my session starts. I understand
that there shall be no liability on the therapist's part should I forget to do so. If I experience pain or discomfort during my
session, I will immediately inform my therapist so that adjustments can be made to my level of comfort. Should I choose
not to, I will not hold my therapist responsible for any pain or discomfort I experience during and or after the session.

I have disclosed all known allergies and medical conditions and know no reason why I cannot receive craniosacral
therapy. I willingly give my consent and agree to hold my therapist, The Crystal Stair Chamber and its representatives
harmless.

I will inform my therapist prior to session work of areas to avoid, open sores or wounds, injuries or any contagious
illnesses prior to my session.

I understand that CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY is performed with clothes on. I understand CST is a therapeutic service
and completely non-sexual in nature. My therapist has the right to stop and terminate the session should there be any
inappropriate behavior and payment will be charged in full despite any remaining time left in my session.

I understand that CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY is a manual therapy, like massage, and is best received while my clothes
are on. It is also best to be as free of restrictions as possible and I agree to remove any accessories that may limit my
body’s movement or access (belts, bras, tight fitting clothing, watches, jewelry, etc..).

I agree to alert my therapist of any recent head injuries, TBI, concussion like symptoms prior to receiving CST as this may
warrant a medical release form prior to treatment. I understand that if I suffer from trauma, CPTSD, PTSD, or any other
psychological imbalances or illnesses that I will tell my therapist beforehand. I also understand that a part of my
CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY session could be a SOMATO-EMOTIONAL RELEASE where my body expressess and
releases emotions while I am relieving treatment and this enables me to release long held tension, stress, and/or
emotions from the tissues. Should I feel dysregulated, I agree to inform my therapist and/or my mental health provider. I
agree it is my responsibility to speak up for myself, reach out to them to help support me return to a regulated state. Most
people leave the table regulated and have a peaceful gentle experience.

Should I need my treatment records and patient treatment notes sent to my medical, mental health provider or insurance, I will sign an
authorization form from my therapist, which is considered to be a part of HIPAA, with the understanding that it is unlawful to share
information with anyone unless specifically stated by the client. Under Texas Law for all licensed massage therapists, I have the right to
contact the TDLR and inquire about the status of licensure status or complaints should I need to for my therapist, License # MT132976
at https://tdlr.texas.gov.

I have read the statement above and agree to all policis and procedures..
I have read and agree to the Full Service Agreement and Cancellation Policies.

Name and Date _______________________________________________________________

Signature ____________________________________________________________________

https://tdlr.texas.gov

